2016 Trashy Diver Contest Guidelines
Eligibility:
Entries are welcome from outdoor enthusiasts, scuba divers, beach combers, and water lovers worldwide
whose photo(s) document the trash they have safely collected from aquatic environments. All submissions
must be completed using the Online Submission Form, and Model Release Waiver if necessary, in order for
the submission to be eligible. If the contestant is under 18 years of age, a parent or legal guardian must
complete the Submission Form and Model Release Waiver if applicable. Management, employees, and
family members of the NAUI Green Diver Initiative (GDI), Roddenberry Adventures (RA), contest sponsors,
and their subsidiaries are prohibited from winning any prizes.
Submission Guidelines:
Participants are encouraged to safely collect trash from underwater dives, beach, coastal and shore visits
or clean-up events. Trash can be collected at any time and does not need to be during a sanctioned cleanup event. Once trash has been collected, individuals should take a photo(s) of the trash, with or without
themselves in the photo(s), and submit the photo(s).
To help measure the positive impact made by removing trash from the environment, we encourage all
participants to help document basic data about the trash collected. Please see the official online entry
form to review debris categories.
Each photo submission counts as a single entry into the contest and is eligible for the monthly and grand
prizes. There is no limit to the number of photos that may be submitted by any one person over the span
of the contest. However, multiple photos of the same piece or pile of trash will only count as one entry.
Only photos of the trash collected will be eligible for the monthly and grand prizes. Please note, only two
photos can be uploaded per Online Submission Form. Multiple Online Submission Forms are allowed.
Image Requirements:
Entries may be black and white or color digital scans or digital camera images. Scans should be at least 300
dpi. Please keep your file sizes down to no greater than 1 to 1.5 MB per image (compressed size).
Preferred image format is JPEG. Please do not send prints or slides. Should you win and we need a higher
resolution version of your photo we will contact you at that time.
Submission Requirements:
Submit your photo by filling out the official online form.
If the photo(s) include people, the submission must be accompanied by a Model Release Waiver for all
identifiable individuals pictured. Due to database restrictions, only two photos can be submitted per online
form. (Each form cannot exceed 40MB in size).
Contest Schedule:
Entries will be accepted from April 1, 2016 to September 30, 2016. We reserve the right to modify or
cancel the contest at any time without notice. Changes to the contest will be posted on
www.nauigreendiver.org and www.roddenberryadventures.com.
Monthly prizes will be awarded each month during the contest. Monthly winners will be chosen by NAUI
Green Diver Initiative and Roddenberry Adventures officials and will be based on the “Most Unique Piece
of Trash” and the “Most Amount of Trash” collected. Entries submitted after the last day of the month will

roll over into the following month. The two monthly winners will be contacted via email and announced
online at www.nauigreendiver.org and www.roddenberryadventures.com.
There are three Grand Prizes that will be awarded at the end of the contest. Two of the Grand Prizes will
be chosen by NAUI Green Diver Initiative and Roddenberry Adventures officials and will be based on the
overall “Most Unique Piece of Trash” photo and the overall “Most Amount of Trash” photo. The winner of
the final Grand Prize, a complete TUSA scuba gear set, will be randomly selected. The Grand Prize winners
will be contacted via email by November 20, 2016 and announced online at www.nauigreendiver.org and
www.roddenberryadventures.com by December 1, 2016. The winners will also be featured in Roddenberry
Adventures and NAUI Green Diver Initiative email newsletters. Monthly prize winners are still eligible to
win each of the grand prizes.
Terms and Conditions:
The act of submitting a photo(s) constitutes an agreement that the ownership of materials transfers to the
NAUI Green Diver Initiative, Inc. and Roddenberry Adventures, Inc. and that they are free of copyright
restrictions and may be published by the NAUI Green Diver Initiative, Inc. and Roddenberry Adventures,
Inc. in any media without further compensation. By entering the contest, you give the NAUI Green Diver
Initiative, Inc. and Roddenberry Adventures, Inc. the perpetual, exclusive rights to use the photo(s) in any
way, including but not limited to advertising and promotional use. Submitted photos will not be returned.
No purchase or payment is necessary to enter or win. No obligations, financial or otherwise, accrue to the
previous owner/submitter of the photo(s) or the people in the photo(s). Signed Model Release Waivers for
all recognizable individuals in the images must be included in order for the entry to be eligible.
Contest Prizes:
Two Monthly Prize Winners: (April through September 2016)
• Winner for the “Most Amount of Trash” photo:
TUSA Mask, Fins, and Snorkel Set
M-211 Freedom One mask Black/Yellow, SP-170 snorkel Black/Yellow, SF-22 Solla fins Black/Yellow
• Winner for the “Most Unique Piece of Trash” photo:
o A dive for two in the crystal clear waters of the Florida Keys with Capt. Slate’s Scuba
Adventures.
o Edit your dive photos like a pro with Vivid-Pix suite of software:
o Vivid-Pix Restore Picture-Fix, Fast, easy photo software for digital, prints, slides,
color and B&W images
o Vivid-Pix SCUBA Picture-Fix, Fast, easy photo software for digital images – get color
to dive for!
Grand Prize Winners: (Announced by December 01, 2016)
• Winner for the overall “Most Unique Piece of Trash” photo:
Limited edition Star Trek - Starfleet TR-590 Mark IX Tricorder
Essential equipment for Starfleet personnel, the Tricorder is a
versatile and portable handheld scanning device. Capable of
analyzing data and sharing it quickly with other systems, the Tricorder
has proven to be invaluable to crewmembers whether on a starship
or an away mission. The 23rd century Tricorder from Star Trek: The
Original Series was a heavy, rectangular model with a small screen

and shoulder strap. Over the 24th century, the unit became more
compact and featured a flip-out panel, allowing for a larger display.
Later on, this clamshell design was further refined using a more
angular appearance.
The Starfleet TR-590 Tricorder IX was conceived for use in several
Star Trek productions. The prop was seen on Deep Space Nine,
Voyager, and in the last three TNG-era feature films: First Contact,
Insurrection, and Nemesis. Replicated from the original master
tooling, this 1:1 scale version features screen-accurate layered sound
and LED light sequences, including a 'ratchet-open' and 'ratchet-close'
effect. The Tricorder includes an exclusive display stand,
wearable holster, and certificate of authenticity. Replaceable batteries
included! Intended for adult use only.
• 1:1 Scale Replica
• Die-cast construction
• Screen accurate sound effects
• Authentic LED sequence and graphic overlays
• Exclusive display stand
• Wearable holster included
•

Winner for the overall “Most Amount of Trash” photo:
(2) Disney World Passes (Orlando, FL) provided by NAUI Worldwide. Good at any of the four Disney
World Theme Parks in Orlando, FL for one day. Does not include pass-hopper or parking.
(1) Intova HD2 Waterproof Action Camera
A brighter world with the click of a button. The HD2 Waterproof Action Camera is the first in
its class to include a built-in flash and video light. Capture high-definition video and stunning
photos in low-light, evening or night-time settings. The included battery boasts two hours of
life and is both removable and rechargeable; ideal for anyone planning an extended
adventure. Mount the camera in hard to reach places (such as the front of a SUP board and
kayak) and control the camera’s on/off and video and photo functions with the waterresistant remote. HD2’s polycarbonate, rugged housing is built to withstand the harshest
conditions both on land, up to 330 feet below water and everywhere in between. A built-in
2” TFT LCD screen allows for optimum control of capturing content as well as a no fuss,
stress free menu system for customizing the camera’s settings. Easily capture any
adventure, in any setting, anytime of the day.

•

Complete TUSA Scuba Gear Set!
(1) TUSA BCJ-8000C, RS-811S Regulator, SS-11 Octo, IQ-1201 Dive Computer, SCA-270 Gauge
Console, M-1001 Freedom HD Mask, SP-0101 Snorkel, SF-22 Fins, BA-0201 Gear bag.
(1) Waterproof W50 5mm wetsuit
(1) Waterproof G1 5mm gloves and B1 6mm boots

For a chance to win one of these incredible prizes, submit your photos online at
http://www.nauigreendiver.org/2016-trashy-diver-contest.html today!
Prize Sponsors:

Born in Hawaii - Built for the World

